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In this paper we discuss set-valued stationary processes. First, we prove a station-
ary selection and representation theorem, then we study the laws of large numbers
and ergodicities of set-valued stationary processes.  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
During the last few years, there has been an increasing interest in the
multivalued strong laws of large numbers because of their importance in
many applied areas of research, such as mathematical economics [15, 16],
stochastic optimization, optimal control [2, 17], and statistics [18]. Multi-
valued strong laws of large numbers for a sequence of random sets (espe-
cially i.i.d. random sets) have been studied by many authors (see [1, 4, 7,
8, 13, 20]). As a natural generalization of the i.i.d. case, we want to discuss
limit theorems for set-valued stationary processes (stationary sequences).
Guo and Wang [10] have discussed some properties, laws of large num-
bers, and ergodicities of set-valued stationary sequences. In [21] the
authors have studied the structure of set-valued stationary processes and a
one-to-one correspondence relation is obtained between a semi-group of
measure-preserving set transformations and a set-valued stationary process.
The purpose of this paper is to establish the stationary selection and
representation theorem; also the laws of large numbers and ergodicities are
obtained. Very briefly the organization of the paper is as follows. In
Section 1, we recall general theory of random sets and some facts about
set-valued stationary processes. In Section 2, we turn our attention to
stationary selections and representations for set-valued stationary pro-
cesses. The laws of large numbers and ergodicities are studied in Section 3.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, (0, F, P) denotes a complete probability space.
Let (X, & }&) be a real separable Banach space with the dual space X*.
B(X ) denotes the Borel _-field of X. R+=[x # R : x0], N=[1, 2, 3, ...].
For each A/X, cl A and co A denote the norm-closure and closed convex
hull of A, respectively. Denote
Pf (X )=[A/X : A is nonempty and closed],
P(b) fc (X )=[A # Pf (X) : A is (bounded) convex],
Pwkc (X )=[A # Pfc (X) : A is weakly compact].
For each A, B # Pf (X ), x # X, a # R, define
A+B=[x+ y : x # A, y # B],
A+4 B=cl(A+B),
aA=[ax : x # A],
d(x, A)=inf [&x& y& : y # A],
&A&=sup [&y& : y # A],
$+(A, B)=sup [d(x, B) : x # A],
$(A, B)=max[$+(A, B), $+(B, A)],
S(x*, A)=sup [(x*, x) : x # A], x* # X*.
In the superspace Pf (X), there are some notions of convergence, such as
h-convergence, w-convergence, K-M-convergence, etc. (see [5, 6, 12]).
Although these notions are for a sequence of sets, we can define these
convergences similarly for a family of sets (At , t0)/Pf (X ); especially,
we give the following definition.
Definition 1.1. Let (At , t0)/Pf (X ), denote
w- lim
t  
At=[x # X : _xti # Ati , (ti , i1)/R+,
ti A , s.t. xti w
w x(i  )]
s-
t  
At=[x # X : _xt # At , t # R+ , s.t. xt w
s x(t  )].
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We call (At , t # R+) KuratowskiMosco convergent to A, if
w- lim
t  
At=s- 
t  
At=A
and denote by At ww
K-M A(t  ), or (K-M) limt  At=A.
It is not difficult to see that s- t   At=[x # X : d(x, At)  0, t  ].
Similarly, if for each x* # X*, limt   S(x*, At)=S(x*, A), we call
(At , t0) weakly convergent to A and denote by At w
w A(t  ) or
(w) limt   At=A.
Proposition 1.2. Let (A, At , t0)/Pf (X). If limt   S(x*, At)
S(x*, A), x* # X*, then
w& lim
t  
At /co A.
Proof. For x # w&limt   At , there exists xti # Ati (ti , i1)/R+ ,
ti A  (i  ) such that xti w
w x; hence
(x*, xti)  (x*, x) (i  ), x* # X *.
Thus, for each x* # X* we obtain
(x*, x)  lim
t  
S(x*, At)
S(x*, A)
=S(x*, co A).
Hence, x # co A; consequently,
w-lim
t  
At /co A. K
The collection of all F-measurable random sets is denoted by
M[0, F, P ; X] or M[0 ; X]. M(0, F, P ; X )=M(0 ; X ) denotes the
collection of all F-measurable X-valued random elements. The set of all
Bochner integrable functions is denoted by L1(0, F, P ; X ) or L1(0 ; X ),
and L1(0 ; R) is denoted by L1. The collection of all measurable selections
of a random set F is denoted by M(F ). For each random set F, put
S 1F=[ f # L
1(0 ; X ) : f (|) # F(|) a.e.],
which is a closed subset of L1(0 ; X ) and is nonempty if and only if
d(0, F ) # L1.
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A random set F is called integrable if S 1F {< and integrably bounded if
0 &F& dP<. If S
1
F {<, we can define the expectation of F as
EF=cl |
0
F dp=cl {|0 f dp : f # S 1F= .
Given a sub-_-field A of F and F # M[0, F, P ; X] if S 1F {<, then by
[14] we know that there exists a unique (in the a.s. sense) A-measurable
E(F | A) # M[0, A, P ; X] satisfying
S 1E(F | A)(A)=cl[E( f | A) : f # S
1
F],
where the closure is taken in L1(0 ; X ). We call E(F | A) the multivalued
conditional expectation of F relative to A.
By the Castaing representation theorem we can easily prove the follow-
ing proposition.
Proposition 1.3. Let F # M[0 ; X], S 1F {<. For any A/F, then
there exists a sequence ( fn , n1)/S 1F such that
F=cl[ fn : n1],
E(F | A)=cl[E( fn | A) : n1] a.s.
In what follows, by L1f [0, F, P ; X]=L
1
f [0 ; X] we will denote the set
of all equivalence classes of integrably bounded multifunctions F : 0 
Pf (X ), where two multifunctions F1 , F2 are considered to be identical if
and only if F1(|)=F2(|) P a.s. Similarly, we can define L1fc[0 ; X] and
L1wkc[0 ; X].
For A, B # F, A.B denotes P(AqB)=0. J denotes the collection of all
open subset of X. For every G # J, set
I
*
(G)=[A # Pf (X ) : A & G{<].
The collection J
*
=[I
*
(G) : G # J] is a subbase for a topology on Pf (X ).
Let _(J
*
) be the _-field generated by J
*
. Clearly, an F-measurable ran-
dom set is a measurable mapping from (0, F) to (Pf (X ), _(J*)).
Just as the definition of the single-valued strictly stationary processes, we
can define the set-valued strictly stationary process as follows:
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Definition 1.4. Assume that F=[Ft , t # R+] is a set-valued process,
i.e., Ft is a random set for each t # R+. If for any i1, (t1 , t2 , ..., ti)/R+ ,
t # R+ , and (U1 , U2 , ..., Ui)/_(J*), we have
P[| : Ftk(|) # Uk , 1ki]=P[| : Ftk+t(|) # Uk , 1ki];
then we call F=(Ft , t0) a set-valued strictly stationary process.
In this paper, only the set-valued strictly stationary processes are studied
and we always call them stationary processes (briefly, in the sequel, SVSP
stands for set-valued stationary process and SVSS stands for set-valued
stationary sequence).
Definition 1.5. Let T : F  F be a mapping. If it satisfies the following
conditions:
(1) if A1 is an image of A, then A2 is also an image of A if and only
if P(A1qA2)=0;
(2) P(A)=P(TA), A # F;
(3) T(n=1 An).

n=1 TAn , An # F, n1; T(0"A).0"TA, A # F;
then we call T a measure-preserving set transformation on F.
Let T be a measure-preserving set transformation on F, according to
[10]; then there exists a unique transformation T : M[0 ; X]  M[0 ; X]
such that for each U # _(J
*
) we have
[| : T F # U].T[| : F # U], F # M[0 ; X].
In the sequel, we denote T by T since T is determined uniquely by T. We
call them measure-preserving transformations in union if there is no misun-
derstanding in the context.
Definition 1.6. A family [Tt , t0] of measure-preserving set trans-
formations will be called a semi-group of measure-preserving set transfor-
mations if for each A # F we have
Ts+tA.TsTtA.Tt Ts A (s0, t0),
T0A.A.
The following theorem (see [21]) characterizes the relationship between an
SVSP and a semi-group of measure-preserving set transformations.
Theorem 1.7. (i) Let (Tt , t0) be a semi-group of measure-preserving
set transformations on (0, F, P) and F0 # M[0 ; X]. Put Ft=Tt F0 , t0.
Then (Ft , t0) is an SVSP.
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(ii) Assume that (Ft , t0) is an SVSP. Then there exists a unique
semi-group of measure-preserving set transformations (Tt , t0) on
_$[Ft , t0] such that Ft=TtF0 a.s. t0, where _$[Ft , t0] denotes the
completion of _[Ft , t0] with respect to P. Such a semi-group of
measure-preserving set transformation (Tt , t0) is said to be determined
uniquely by [Ft , t0].
2. STATIONARY SELECTIONS AND REPRESENTATIONS
OF SET-VALUED STATIONARY PROCESSES
In this section, we will prove a stationary selection and representation
theorem for the SVSP. As a consequence, we get an analogous result for
the SVSS.
Definition 2.1. Assume that F=(Ft , t # R+(N)) is a set-valued
stochastic process (sequence). If there exists an X-valued stochastic process
(sequence) ( ft , t # R+(N)) such that
(1) for each t # R+(N), ft # M(Ft);
(2) ( ft , t # R+(N)) is an X-valued stationary stochastic process
(sequence),
then we call ( ft , f # R+(N)) a stationary selection of F. The set of all
stationary selections of F is denoted by SS(F).
The following elementary lemma will be often used in the sequel in this
section.
Lemma 2.2. Let (0i , Ai), i=1, 2, 3, be three measurable spaces, !, ’ :
(01 , A1)  (02 , A2) be two measurable mappings, and . : (02 , A2) 
(03 , A3) be measurable. If ! and ’ have the same distribution, then (!, .(!))
and (’, .(’)) are two identically distributed measurable mappings from
(01 , A1) to (02_03 , A2_A3).
Proof. By monotone class theorem it can be proved easily and is
omitted. K
Lemma 2.3. Assume that F1 and F2 are two identically distributed ran-
dom sets. If F1 has the Castaing representation F1=cl[ f k1 : k1], while
(.k, k1) is a sequence of measurable mappings from (Pf (X ),
_(J
*
))  (X, B(X)) such that f k1=.
k(F1), k1; then
F2=cl[.k(F2) : k1] a.s.
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Proof. Set .( } )=(.k( } ), k1). Since .( } ) : (Pf (X ), _(J*)) 
(X N, [B(X )]N) is measurable, immediately from Lemma 2.2 we know that
(F1 , (.k(F1), k1)) and (F2 , (.k(F2), k1)) are two identically dis-
tributed mappings from (0, F, P)  (Pf (X )_XN, _(J*)_[B(X )]
N). Let
D=(xm , m1) be a denumerable norm dense subset of X; then
$(Fi , cl[.k(Fi) : k1])
=sup
x # X
|d(x, Fi)& inf
k1
&x&.k(Fi)& |
= sup
m1
|d(xm , Fi)& inf
k1
&xm&.k(Fi)& |, i=1, 2.
So we get that $(F1 , cl[.k(F1) : k1]) and $(F2 , cl[.k(F2) : k1]) have
the same distribution. But $(F1 , cl[.k(F1) : k1])=0, | # 0; therefore,
$(F2 , cl[.k(F2) : k1])=0 a.s.
Thus
F2=cl[.k(F2) : k1] a.s. K
Lemma 2.4. Put Fi = (Fij , 1  j  m), i = 1, 2, where Fij , 1  j  m;
i=1, 2, are all random sets and their Castaing representations are respec-
tively
Fij=cl[ f (k)ij : k1], 1 jm ; i=1, 2.
If [( f (k)1j , 1 jm), k1] and [( f
(k)
2j , 1 jm), k1] are X
m-valued
stochastic sequences which have the same distribution, then F1 and F2 are
measurable mappings from (0, F, P)  ([Pf (X)]m, [_(J*)]
m) and have the
same distribution.
Proof. Obviously, F1 and F2 are measurable mappings from (0, F, P)
([Pf (X )]m, [_(J*)]
m). Next, it suffices to prove that they have the same
distribution.
For (Gj , 1 jm)/J, set
Ai=[| : Fij & Gj {<, 1 jm], i=1, 2.
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Thus,
Ai = ,
m
j=1
[| : Fij & Gj {<]
= ,
m
j=1 _ .

k=1
[| : f (k)ij # Gj]&
= ,
m
j=1
.

n=1 _ .
n
k=1
[| : f (k)ij # Gj]&
= .

n=1
,
m
j=1 _ .
n
k=1
[| : f (k)ij # Gj]& , i=1, 2.
For each n1, because [( f (k)1j , 1 jm), 1kn] and [( f
(k)
2j ,
1 jm), 1kn] have the same distribution, we get
P(A1)=P { .

n=1
,
m
j=1
.
n
k=1
(| : f (k)1j # Gj)=
=lim
n
P {,
m
j=1
.
n
k=1
(| : f (k)1j # Gj)=
=lim
n
P {,
m
j=1
.
n
k=1
(| : f (k)2j # Gj)=
=P(A2).
The arbitrariness of (Gj , 1 jm)/J implies that F1 and F2 have the
same distribution. K
Now we turn to prove the selection and representation theorem of SVSP.
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that F=(Ft , t0) is a set-valued stochastic pro-
cess. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) F is an SVSP;
(2) There exists [( f (k)t , t0), k1]/SS(F), such that
(2.1) for each t0, Ft=cl[ f (k)t : k1],
(2.2) for each n1, [( f (1)t , f
(2)
t , ..., f
(n)
t ), t0] is an X
n-valued
stationary stochastic process.
Proof. (1) O (2) Suppose that F0 has the Castaing representation
F0=cl[g (k)0 : k1], then by Doob’s measurability theorem (notice that X
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is also a separable complete metric space) there exists a sequence
measurable mappings (.k , k1) from (Pf (X), _(J*))  (X, B(X )) such
that g (k)0 =.k(F0), k1. Put
g(k)t =.k(Ft), k1; t0.
Then by Lemma 2.3 for each t>0
Ft=cl[g (k)t : k1] a.e.(t),
where a.e.(t) denotes that the exceptional P-null set depends on t. Suppose
that the Castaing representations of Ft , t>0 are respectively
Ft=cl[h (k)t : k1], t>0.
For t0; k1, put
f (k)t (|)={g
(k)
t (|),
h (k)t (|),
| # At #[| : Ft(|)=cl[g (k)t (|) : k1]],
|  At .
Then ( f (k)t , k1)/M(Ft), t0 and Ft=cl[ f
(k)
t : k1], t0; so (2.1)
holds.
In order to show (2.2), it suffices to prove that for each n1
[(g (1)t , g
(2)
t , ..., g
(n)
t ), t0] is an X
n-valued stationary stochastic process.
For fixed n1, each m1, (ti , 1im)/R+ , s0, set
,mn ( } )=((.k( } ), .k( } ), ..., .k( } ))
m times
, 1kn).
Then ,mn ( } ) : ([Pf (X )]
m, [_(J
*
)]m)  >n (Xm, [B(X)]m) is a measurable
mapping; consequently, in terms of Lemma 2.2 we get that
((gt1 , gt2 , ..., gtm), 1kn)=,
m
n (Ft1 , Ft2 , ..., Ftm)
and
((gt1+s , gt2+s , ..., gtm+s), 1kn)=,
m
n (Ft1+s , Ft2+s , ..., Ftm+s)
have the same distribution. Hence (2.2) is proved. Finally, it is clear that
[( f (k)t , t0), k1]/SS(F).
(2) O (1) Suppose that (2) holds. For m1, (ti , 1im)/R+ ,
s0, since
Fti=cl[ f
(k)
ti
: k1], Fti+s=cl[ f
(k)
ti+s
: k1], 1im,
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while [( f (k)ti , 1im), k1] and [( f
(k)
ti+s
, 1im), k1] are X m-
valued identically distributed stochastic sequences, applying Lemma 2.4
yields that (Fti , 1im) and (Fti+s , 1im) have the same distribution.
This shows that F is an SVSP. K
The following theorem is a consequence of the above one and is called
the selection and representation theorem for the SVSS.
Theorem 2.6. Suppose that F=(Fn , n1) is a set-valued stochastic
sequence. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) F is an SVSS;
(2) There exists [( f (k)n , n1), k1]/SS(F), such that
(2.1) Fn=cl[ f (k)n : k1], n1;
(2.2) for each m1, [( f (1)n , f
(2)
n , ..., f
(m)
n ), n1] is an X
m-valued
stationary stochastic sequence.
3. LAWS OF LARGE NUMBERS AND THE ERGODICITIES OF
THE SET-VALUED STATIONARY PROCESSES
Definition 3.1. Let T be a measure-preserving set transformation on
(0, F, P). A # F is said to be invariant under T if TA.A. Similarly, a ran-
dom set F is said to be invariant under T if TF=F a.s.
Obviously, the collection of all invariant sets under T is a _-field and
denoted by U. A random set F is invariant under T if and only if F is
measurable w.r.t. U.
Definition 3.2. Suppose that [Tt , t0] is a semi-group of measure-
preserving set transformation. Ut is the collection of all invariant sets under
Tt for each t0. Put U=t0 Ut and it is called the invariant _-field w.r.t.
[Tt , t0]. If A # U, then A is called invariant set w.r.t. [Tt , t0]. If a
random set F is invariant under Tt for any t0, then F is called an
invariant random set w.r.t. [Tt , t0].
It is easy to see that F is invariant w.r.t. [Tt , t0] if and only if F is
measurable w.r.t. U=t0 Ut .
Definition 3.3. Suppose that [Ft , t0] is an SVSP and [Tt , t0] is
the semi-group of measure-preserving set transformation on _$[Ft , t0]
which is determined by [Ft , t0] uniquely. If A # _$[Ft , t0] is an
invariant set w.r.t. [Tt , t0], then A is called an invariant set w.r.t.
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[Ft , t0]; consequently, if a random set F # M[0, _$[Ft , t0], P ; X] is
invariant w.r.t. [Tt , t0], then F is called an invariant random set w.r.t.
[Ft , t0].
Theorem 3.4. Let T be a measure-preserving transformation on
(0, F, P) and
. : (Pf (X)[0, ), _(J*)
[0, ))  (Pf (X ), _(J*))
(resp.  (X, B(X )), (R, B(R)))
be a measurable mapping. Suppose that (Ft , t0) is a set-valued stochastic
process; then
T.(e( } ))=.(Te( } )) a.s.
where e=[e(t) : e(t)=Ft , t0] and Te( } )=[Te(t) : e(t)=Ft , t0].
Proof. Denote
‘

0
Pf (X )=Pf (X )_Pf (X )_ } } } _Pf (X )_ } } } ,
‘

0
_(J
*
)=_(J
*
)__(J
*
)_ } } } __(J
*
)_ } } } .
For B # >0 _(J*), 0t0<t1< } } } <tn< } } } , by the usual monotone
class argument we know that
T[| : (Ft0 , Ft1 , ...) # B].[| : (TFt0 , TFt1 , ...) # B].
Then by monotone class theorem we obtain
T[| : e( } ) # B].[| : Te( } ) # B], B # _(J
*
)[0, ). (3.4.1)
For A # _(J
*
) (resp. A # B(X ), A # B(R)), put
B$=[u( } ) # Pf (X )[0, ) : .(u( } )) # A];
then B$ # _(J
*
)[0, ), hence (3.4.1) yields
T[| : .(e( } )) # A].[| : .(Te( } )) # A]. (3.4.2)
In addition,
T[| : .(e( } )) # A].[| : T.(e( } )) # A]. (3.4.3)
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Combining (3.4.2) with (3.4.3) yields
[| : .(Te( } )) # A].[| : T.(e( } )) # A],
Thus T.(e( } ))=.(Te( } )) a.s. K
Immediately, from Theorem 3.4 we have the following corollaries.
Corollary 3.5. Let T be a measure-preserving set transformation on
(0, F, P). If (Ft , t0)/M[0 ; X], then for each B # _(J*)
[0, )
T[| : e( } ) # B].[| : Te( } ) # B],
where e( } )=[e(t) : e(t)=Ft , t0] and Te( } )=[TFt : t0].
Corollary 3.6. Let T be a measure-preserving set transformation on
(0, F, P). If (!t , t0)/M(0 ; X ) (resp. M(0 ; R)), then for each
B # B(X )[0, ) (resp. B # B(R)[0, )) we have
T[| : e( } ) # B].[| : Te( } ) # B],
where e( } )=[e(t) : e(t)=!t , t0] and Te( } )=[T!t : t0].
Theorem 3.7. Assume that [Ft , t0] is an SVSP and F is a random
set (resp. X-valued random element, real random variable). Then F is
invariant w.r.t. [Ft , t0] if and only if there exists a measurable mapping
. : (Pf (X)[0, ), _(J*)
[0, ))  (Pf (X ), _(J*))
(resp.  (X, B(X )), (R, B(R)))
such that
(i) F=.(e( } )), e( } )=[Ft : t0],
(ii) .(e( } ))=.(Tse( } )) a.s., s0,
where Tse( } )=[Ft+s : t0] and [Tt , t0] is the semi-group of measure-
preserving set transformation determined by [Ft , t0].
Proof. Necessity. Since
F : (0, _$[Ft , t0], P)  (Pf (X ), _(J*))
(resp.  (X, B(X )), (R, B(R)))
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is a measurable mapping, thus there exists a corresponding measurable
mapping
. : (Pf (X)[0, ), _(J*)
[0, ))  (Pf (X ), _(J*))
(resp.  (X, B(X )), (R, B(R)))
such that (i) holds.
On the other hand, F is invariant w.r.t. [Ft , t0], so Ts F=F a.s. s0.
Thus Ts.(e( } ))=.(e( } )) a.s., s0. Also Ts.(e( } ))=.(Ts e( } )) a.s. by
Theorem 3.4, which means that (ii) holds.
Sufficiency. Suppose that there exists a mapping
. : (Pf (X)[0, ), _(J*)
[0, ))  (Pf (X ), _(J*))
(resp.  (X, B(X )), (R, B(R)))
such that (i) and (ii) hold. By Theorem 3.4 we have
Ts.(e( } ))=.(Tse( } )), s0.
This implies Ts.(e( } ))=.(e( } )) a.s., s0 by (ii); so we get
TsF=F a.s., s0.
Thus F is invariant w.r.t. [Ft , t0]. K
Corollary 3.8. Suppose that [Ft , t0] is an SVSP and U denotes the
invariant _-field of [Ft , t0] (i.e., the invariant _-field of semi-group of
measure-preserving set transformation [Tt , t0] determined by
[Ft , t0]). Then U/s0 _$[Ft , ts]. If a random set F is invariant
w.r.t. [Ft , ts], then F is measurable w.r.t. s0 _$[Ft , ts].
Proof. Suppose that F is a random set and measurable w.r.t. U; then F
is invariant w.r.t. [Ft , t0]. By Theorem 3.7 there exists a measurable
mapping
. : (Pf (X)[0, ), _(J*)
[0, ))  (Pf (X ), _(J*))
such that
(i) F=.(e( } )), e( } )=[Ft : t0],
(ii) .(e( } ))=.(Tse( } )) a.s., Tse( } )=[Ft+s : t0], s0.
From the above (i) and (ii) we see that F is measurable w.r.t.
s0 _$[Ft , ts], which means U/s0 _$[Ft , ts]. K
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Theorem 3.9. Let (Tt , t0) be a semi-group of measure-preserving set
transformation on (0, F, P) and U be its invariant _-field. Let F0 #
M[0 ; X] and put Ft=TtF0 , t0. Then (Ft , t0) is an SVSP and UF /U,
where UF denotes the invariant _-field of (Ft , t0).
Proof. Since _$[Ft , t0]/F, the theorem follows immediately from
the definition 3.3. K
By virtue of Theorem 3.9 we can easily prove the following corollary,
and its proof is omitted.
Corollary 3.10. Suppose that (Ft , t0) and (!t , t0) are set-valued
and X-valued stationary processes, respectively. Then for each x # X,
x* # X*, [d(x, Ft), t0], [S(x*, Ft), t0], [&!t&, t0], [(x*, !t) , t0]
are all real stationary processes. Denote the invariant _-fields of them by
Ux , Ux* , V0 , and Vx* , respectively. Then
Ux /U, Ux* /U, V0 /V, Vx* /V,
where U and V are the invariant _-fields of (Ft , t0) and (!t , t0),
respectively.
An SVSP [Ft , t0] is said to be ergodic if the probability of any
invariant set is equal to either 1 or 0.
Example 3.11. Let (!t , t0) be a nonnegative ergodic stationary pro-
cess and put Ft=[0, !t], t0. Then (Ft , t0) is an ergodic SVSP.
Theorem 3.12. Suppose that (Ft , t0) and (!t , t0) are ergodic set-
valued and X-valued stationary processes, respectively. Then for each x # X,
x* # X*, [d(x, Ft), t0], [S(x*, Ft), t0], [&!t&, t0], [(x*, !t) , t0]
are all real ergodic stationary processes.
Proof. It follows immediately from Corollary 3.10 and above definition
of ergodicity. K
The following proposition is rather well known, and its proof is omitted.
Proposition 3.13. Let (Tt , t0) be a semi-group of measure-preserving
set transformation on (0, F, P) and U be its invariant _-field. For
f0 # M(0 ; X), set ft=Tt f0 , t0. Then
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(i) ( ft , t0) is an X-valued stationary process.
(ii) If E & f0&<, we have
s- lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
fs ds=E( f0 | U) a.s.
Now we turn our attention to the main results of this section.
Theorem 3.14. Suppose that [Ft , t0] is an SVSP in L1f [0 ; X];
F( } , } ) : (0_R+ , F_B(R+))  (Pf (X ), _(J*))
is measurable w.r.t. F_B(R+); U is the invariant _-field of (Ft , t0). If
one of the following conditions holds:
(i) X* is separable;
(ii) for almost all | # 0, for any t0, Ft(|)/G(|), G(|) # Pwkc(X ),
then we have
1
T |
T
0
Ft(|) dt w
w coE(F0 | U) a.s. ; T  .
Proof. First, we deal with case (i). For fixed x* # X*, by Proposi-
tion 3.13 (take X=R there) when T  
S \x*, 1T |
T
0
Ft(|) dt+= 1T |
T
0
S(x*, Ft(|)) dt  E(S(x*, F0) | U)
=S(x*, E(F0 | U))
=S(x*, coE(F0 | U)) a.s. (x*),
where a.s. (x*) means that the exceptional P-null set depends on x*. Let
D* be a countable dense subset of X*. Thus there exists a P-null set
N1 # F such that
lim
T  
S \x*, 1T |
T
0
Ft(|) dt+=S(x*, coE(F0 | U)), | # 0"N1 , x* # D*.
Put GT=(1T ) T0 Ft(|) dt; by Proposition 3.13 we have
&GT&
1
T |
T
0
&Ft(|)& dt  E(&F0& | U) a.s., T  ;
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hence
sup
T0
&GT&< a.s.
In addition, &coE(F0 | U)&< a.s. Therefore there exists a P-null set
N # F such that
lim
T  
S(x*, GT)=S(x*, coE(F0 | U)), | # 0"N, x* # D*,
sup
T0
&GT&<, &coE(F0 | U)&<, | # 0"N.
But D* is the dense subset of X*, so the usual density argument gives that
lim
T  
S(x*, GT)=S(x*, coE(F0 | U)), | # 0"N, x* # X*.
This implies
1
T |
T
0
Ft(|) dt w
w coE(F0 | U) a.s., T  .
Second, we prove case (ii). Let D * be a countable dense subset of X* with
respect to Mackey topology m(X*, X ). From the proof of case (i) and the
assumption on case (ii) there exists a P-null set N # F such that
lim
T  
S(x*, GT)=S(x*, coE(F0 | U)), | # 0"N , x* # D *;
GT /G(|), T0, G(|) # Pwkc(X ), | # 0"N .
Noting that the uniform convergence of Mackey topology m(X*, X ) of X*
on the weakly compact convex set, by the usual density argument and the
assumption on case (ii), we have
lim
T  
S(x*, GT)=S(x*, coE(F0 | U)), | # 0"N , x* # X*.
This yields
1
T |
T
0
Ft(|) dt w
w coE(F0 | U) a.s., T   K
Theorem 3.15. Let (Ft , t0) be an SVSP in L1fc[0 ; X] and U be its
invariant _-field;
F( } , } ) : (0_R+ , F_B(R+))  (Pf (X ), _(J*))
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is measurable w.r.t. F_B(R+). If one of the following conditions is
satisfied:
(i) X* is separable;
(ii) for almost all | # 0, for any t0, Ft(|)/F(|), F(|) # Pwkc(X ),
then
(K&M)(w) lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
Ft(|) dt=E(F0 | U) a.s. (3.15.1)
Proof. Denote _$[Ft , t0] by G. By Theorem 5.3 of Hiai [14] we
know
E(F0 | U)=E (G)(F0 | U).
Put
GT=
1
T |
T
0
Ft(|) dt, G=E(F0 | U)=E (G)(F0 | U).
According to Theorem 3.14 we know that
GT w
w G a.s., T  .
Consequently, by Proposition 1.2 we have
w- lim
T  
Gn /G a.s.
In terms of Proposition 1.3 there exists ( f (k)0 , k1)/S
1
F0
(G) such that
G=cl[E( f (k)0 | U) : k1],
F0=cl[ f (k)0 : k1].
Set f (k)t =Tt f
(k)
0 , t0; then
Ft=TtF0=Tt cl[ f (k)0 : k1]=cl[ f
(k)
t : k1] a.s.,
where (Tt , t0) is a semi-group of measure-preserving set transformation
determined uniquely by (Ft , t0). For fixed k1, since ( f (k)t , t0) is an
X-valued stationary process, by Proposition 3.13 we have
1
T |
T
0
f (k)t dt w
s E( f (k)0 | U) a.s., T  .
Hence G/s- T   Gt a.s.; thus (3.15.1) is proved. K
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Corollary 3.16. Suppose that (Ft , t  0) is an ergodic SVSP in
L1fc[0 ; X],
F( } , } ) : (0_R+ , F_B(R+))  (Pf (X ), _(J*))
is measurable w.r.t. F_B(R+). If one of the following conditions is
satisfied:
(i) X* is separable;
(ii) for almost all | # 0, for any t0, Ft(|)/F(|), F(|) # Pwkc(X ),
then
(K&M)(w) lim
T  
1
T |
T
0
Ft(|) dt=EF0 a.s.
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